In this paper we recall the concept of retraction sequence of simple polytope Q and discuss the effects of blow ups and blow downs on its retraction sequences. We introduce new quasitoric orbifolds by the blow ups and blow downs of a quasitoric orbifold XpQ, λq where λ is an R-characteristic vector defined on the facets of the simple polytope. Then we show that under mild hypothesis, no new torsion arise in the integral homology/cohomology of blow ups and blow downs of a quasitoric orbifold. We also show that polytopal wedge construction is a particular case of blow down. This article provides an infinite collection of quasitoric orbifolds with no (p-)torsion in their integral cohomology.
Introduction
The construction of blow up has been used in algebraic geometry, symplectic geometry, complex analysis and algebraic topology for various purposes. In algebraic geometry, blow up has been used to answer if a singular variety has a resolution, see for example [BM97] . A birational map between two toric varieties is a blow up, an important result in algebraic geometry. Whereas the concept of blow up was introduced in symplectic geometry by Gromov [Gro85] , and using this, Macduff [McD84] constructed simply-connected symplectic non-Kählerian manifolds. There are many applications of blow up in simplectic geometry, see for example [GS89, God01] .
There is another construction, known as blow down, somehow reverse to blow up construction. This construction has been used in [GP13] to discuss Mckay correspondence among certain quasitoric orbifolds.
Quasitoric orbifolds are topological generalization of simplicial projective toric orbifolds and symplectic toric orbifolds with half dimensional Hamiltonian torus action. Quasitoric orbifold was initiated in the pioneering paper [DJ91] of Davis and Januszkiewicz with the name 'toric orbifold'. To avoid confusion with toric orbifolds in algebraic geometry and symplectic geometry, the second author and Poddar [PS10] defined them explicitly and called them 'quasitoric orbifolds'. Even though few papers like [BSS17] , [BNSS] called these category of orbifolds 'toric orbifolds', we prefer to call them 'quasitoric orbifolds'. In brief, a quasitoric orbifold is an even dimensional effective orbifold with half dimensional 'locally standard' torus action and having orbit space a simple polytope. Ready examples of quasitoric orbifolds are weighted projective spaces.
In [Kaw73] , the author showed that a cohomology of a weighted projective space has no torsion and concentrated in even degrees. If X be a quasitoric orbifold. Then X is called even if its integral cohomology has no torsion and concentrated in even degrees. Recently using 'polytopal wedge construction' infinitely many (quasi)toric orbifolds has been constracted from a given even (quasi)toric orbifold, see Subsection 4.2 [BSS19] .
In this article, we study blow ups and blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds along some closed invariant suborbifolds. Then we show that the integral cohomology of the blow up and the blow down of a quasitoric orbifold has no p-torsion under some hypothesis on the combinatorial data corresponding to the quasitoric orbifold. In particular, we construct infinitely many even quasitoric orbifolds, which may not be possible to achieve using polytopal wedge construction technique.
Interestingly, 'vertex cut' of a prism or an n-cube cannot be obtained by polytopal wedge construction of simple polytope. However there are infinitely many quasitoric orbifolds over these polytopes. More generally one can define 'face cut' which we call 'blow up' of polytope in this paper. In [HKMP] , the authors classified toric manifolds over vertex cut of an n-cube. In the sequel, we'll study cohomological rigidity problems on blow ups and blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds over a fixed polytope. We also note that concept of vertex cut is used in [Sar12] , [SS13] to construct explicit equivariant complex cobordism and in [Sar15] to construct euivariant lens spaces of quasitoric manifolds.
In a reverse direction, one may collapse a face of a convex polytope linearly on another face to construct a new convex polytope. A 'particular type' of this is known as blow down of simple polytope. Therefore, one can show that polytopal wedge construction of polytope is a particular case of blow down. In general blow up and blow down of a simple polytope may not be possible to construct from polytopal wedge construction of a simple polytope, see Example 3.16. We remark that our main results Theorem 3.23 and 3.24 on blow down of (quasi)toric orbifolds generalize the main results of [BSS19] .
In Section 2, we briefly recall the definition of simple polytope and its retraction sequences. This concept of retraction sequence was first introduced in [BSS17] to study torsion in cohomology 'toric orbifolds' and toric varities. Then we study blow ups and blow downs of simple polytopes. We have shown that if Q has a retraction sequence, then its blow up also possesses an induced retraction sequence, see Theorem 2.12.
We show that blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope in general, see Remark 2.19. However under a mild assumption on a facet it is true, see Lemma 2.16. With the same hypothesis as in Lemma 2.16, we show that if Q has a retraction sequence then its blow down induces so, see Theorem 2.18.
In Subection 3.1, we review the construction of quasitoric orbifold XpQ, λq from a combinatorial data R-characteristic function λ over an simple polytope Q following [PS10] . In Subsection 3.2, we discuss the notion of invariant subspaces of XpQ, λq corresponding to the faces of Q. We compute the orbifold singularities of XpQ, λq and these invariant subspaces at their fixed points, see (3.6) and (3.7).
In Subsection 3.3, we construct an R-characteristic function s λ on blow up s Q of Q from an R-characteristic function λ on Q. Our first main Theorem 3.9 shows that if an R-characteristic pair pQ, λq satisfies some combinatorial condition and condition (3.12), then p s Q, s λq satisfies the similar combinatorial conditions. We show that in the Example 3.10, in general it might not be possible to relax the condition 3.12 in Theorem 3.9. However, if we consider the blow up of Q along a vertex v or an edge e and the retraction of Q starts with v or the vertices of e, then we do not need the condition 3.12 to conclude the result of Theorem 3.9, see Theorem 3.12. Then we construct new quasitoric orbifolds whose integral homology/cohomology does not posses any extra torsion from the given quasitoric orbifold. As a consequence we can construct new even quasitoric orbifold, see Corollary 3.15. In Subsection 3.4, we discuss blow down of quasitoric orbifolds associated to the blow down of simple polytopes considered in Subsection 2.3. Let Q has facet r F containing F such that r F -Fˆr0, 1s as manifold with corners and Q 1 be the blow down of Q of r F on F . Then we show that, if pQ, λq satisfies some combinatorial conditions, then Q 1 possesses an R-characteristic function λ 1 and the pair pQ 1 , λ 1 q satisfies similar combinatorial conditions, see Theorem 3.20. We state next main Theorem 3.23 which ensures no p-torsion in integral homology/cohomology after blow down of quasitoric orbifolds. If this theorem is true for any prime p, we can claim that the integral cohomology of a blow down of a quasitoric orbifold is concentrated in even degrees and has no torsion.
In Remark 3.25, we mention that our main results on blow down generalizes the main results Theorem 5.4 and 5.5 of [BSS19] . In Subsection 3.5, we outline the algorithm to apply on the category of singular toric varities.
Blow up and blow down of simple polytope
First we recall the concept of retraction sequence of a simple convex polytope in a Eucledian space. Several properties of convex polytopes can be found in [Zie95] . A convex polytope is the convex hull of a finite set of points in R n for some n. The dimension of a convex polytope is defined by one less than the cardinality of the largest affinely independent subset of the set whose convex hull is the convex polytope, where affinely independent set means any point of the set cannot be written as an affine combination of others. We consider a convex polytope Q of dimension n. A hyperplane H of R n is called a supporting hyperplane of Q if one of the two closed half spaces of H contains Q. A subset F of Q is called a face if it is ∅, Q or the intersection of Q with a supporting hyperplane. The faces of dimension 0, 1 and pn´1q are called vertices, edges and facets respectively. We denote the set of vertices of Q by V pQq and the set of facets of Q by F pQq.
An n-dimensional convex polytope Q is called a simple polytope if at each vertex of Q exactly n facets meet.
Example 2.1. Simplices, cubes, prisms and their finite products are some well known examples of simple polytopes.
Definition 2.2. [Zie95, Definition 5.1] A polytopal complex C is a finite collection of convex polytopes in R n such that the following holds:
(1)If E is a face of F and F P C then E P C.
(2)If E, F P C and E X F " φ then E X F is a face of both E and F . The dimension of a polytopal complex is defined to be the maximum dimension of convex polytope in that polytopal complex.
The union of all polytopes in C is called its geometric realization. In this paper by 'polytope,' we refer to 'convex polytope'. 2.1. Retraction sequence of a simple polytope. Retraction sequence of a simple polytope was introduced in [BSS17]. In the beginning we recall the definition of retraction sequence of a simple polytope. Then we study blow up and blow down of simple polytopes, and the properties of their retraction sequences. Blow down of simple polytope is considered in [GP13] to study McKay correspondence in quasitoric orbifolds.
Let Q be a simple polytope of dimension n and LpQq the collection of its faces. Then the collection of faces of Q is a polytopal complex of dimension n. If P is a subset of Q such that P is the union of some faces of Q, then the collection of this faces in P is a polytopal complex, denoted by LpP q. So LpP q Ď LpQq. Definition 2.3. If a vertex v has a neighborhood U v in P Ă Q which is homeomorphic to R d ě 0 as manifold with corners for some 0 ď d ď dimpP q, then it is called a free vertex of P . U v is called a local neighborhood of a free vertex v in P . Now we recall the concept of retraction sequence for simple polytopes.
Definition 2.4. Let Q be a simple polytope with m vertices and there exists a sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 such that following holds:
The sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 is called a retraction sequence of Q starting with the vertex b 1 and ending at b m .
We note that a retraction sequence of Q induces an ordering on V pQq. Figure 1 gives an example of a retraction sequence.
Proposition 2.5. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 where m " |V pQq|. Then it induces a retraction on a face F of Q.
Proof. Being a face of a simple polytope, F is also a simple polytope. Let F be a d-dimensional face with k vertices b ℓ 1 , b ℓ 2 , . . . , b ℓ k (We can rearrange ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ k such that ℓ 1 ă ℓ 2 ă¨¨¨ă ℓ k ). Let
The third if and only if implication is true as b j R F for ℓ i`1 ď j ď ℓ i`1´1 and we have not deleted any face from b ℓ i which contains a vertex of F to make B ℓ i`1´1 . Now we need to show the vertex b
for some s ě 0 as a manifold with corners. Similarly being a vertex in F , a simple polyope, b F i`1 has a neighborhood U F homeomorphic to R d ě0 as a manifold with corners where d is the dimension of F . As we take b F i`1 in B ℓ i`1 X F it is going to have a neighborhood U " U Q X U F which will be homeomorphic to R u ě0 as a manifold with corners where u ď mints, du. Thus b F i`1 is a free vertex in B F i`1 with E F i`1 be the unique u-dimensional face of B F i`1 containing U . Inductively we can carry on and retract a vertex in each step in the sense of Definition 2.4. Therefore, we get a retraction sequence
Proposition 2.6. Let F be a simple polytope and ∆ be a simplex. Then Fˆ∆ has a retraction sequence induced from a retraction sequence of F .
Proof. Every simple polytope has atleast one retraction sequence, see Proposition 2.3 in [BSS17] . Let F has a retraction sequence
as it is a simplex. Now we want to define a retraction sequence tpB t , E t , b t qu kℓ t"1 of Fˆ∆. We construct the sequence using the concept that product of two CW-complexes is a CW-complex.
Let
Continuing in similar manner upto pk´1qℓ`1 we get tB t , E t , b t u kℓ t"pk´1qℓ`1 . Next we define
We continue defining the next triples in similar way and get tpB t , E t , b t qu kℓ t"1 . Every vertex is free by the way we are defining B t 's and E t 's. This implies Fˆ∆ has a retraction sequence.
Remark 2.7. In ∆ vertices are connected to each other. So the order of choosing b ∆ j is not unique. There may be some other retraction sequence on Fˆ∆ induced from F by permuting the order of b ∆ j 's. For our purposes we use this construction. Lemma 2.8. Let tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 be the retraction sequence of Q, an n-dimensional simple polytope with m vertices. Then dimpE j q " pn´αq if and only if b j is adjacent to exactly α vertices from the set tb 1 , b 2 , . . . , b j´1 u.
Proof. In Q " B 1 " E 1 each vertex is adjacent to another n vertices through n many edges. Now dimpE j q " pn´αq ô at j-th stage of retraction sequence b j has local neighborhood homeomorphic to R n´α ô b j is adjacent to exactly pn´αq vertices in B j ô b j is adjacent to exactly α vertices in tb 1 , . . . , b j´1 u.
2.2.
Retraction sequence of a blow up of a simple polytope. In this subsection, we first define the blow up of a simple polytope then we show that retraction sequence of a simple polytope induces a retraction sequence on its blow up.
Definition 2.9 (Blow up of simple polytope). Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope in R n and F be a face of Q. Take an pn´1q-dimensional hyperplane H such that one open half space H ă0 contains V pF q and V pQqzV pF q is a subset of other open half space H ą0 . Then s Q " Q X H ě0 is called a blow up of Q along the face F .
The polytope s
Q is a simple polytope as Q is so. Let F pQq " tF 1 , . . . , F r u be the facets of Q and F be a d-dimensional face.
The facet r F r`1 is called the facet corresponding to the face F . For simplicity we denote r F r`1 by r F . Remark 2.10.
(1) If we take F is a facet of Q, then s Q is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold with corners. So we are interested in blow ups where dimpF q ă pn´1q. If F is a vertex, then s Q is known as vertex cut of Q.
(2) If Q is an n-dimensional simple polytope and F is a d-dimensional face of Q, then r F is homeomorphic to Fˆ∆ n´d´1 as a manifold with corners.
(3) Let v be a vertex in F Ă Q where dimpF q " d and dimpQq " n. Then there are exactly pn´dq many edges in Q adjacent to v which are not edges of F . So, for every vertex v P F Ă Q we get pn´dq new vertices in r F Ă s Q corresponding to each of those edges.
Example 2.11. Let Q be a 3-dimensional prism in R 3 as in Figure 2 (a). We construct the blow up s Q of Q along the face F , see Figure 2 (b).
Theorem 2.12. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 where m " |V pQq|. Let s Q is the blow up of Q along a d-dimensional face F . Then s Q admits an induced retraction sequence preserving the order on V pQqzV pF q.
Proof. Let the vertices of F are tb ℓ 1 , . . . , b ℓ k u such that ℓ 1 ă ℓ 2 ă¨¨¨ă ℓ k . The blow up of Q along F provides the new facet r F of s Q corresponding to F . By Remark 2.10(2) we can express the vertices of r F
Now we may have two possibilities: ℓ 1 ą 1 or ℓ 1 " 1. First, let ℓ 1 ą 1.
Since ℓ 1 ą 1, dimpE ℓ 1 q must be less than n, say dimpE ℓ 1 q " n´s. By Lemma 2.8, there exists exactly s many edges e 1 , . . . , e s joining b ℓ 1 with s many vertices from tb 1 , . . . , b ℓ 1´1 u in Q. Then r F X e j " pb ℓ 1 , c j q for some c j P V p∆ pn´d´1for j " 1, . . . , s where s ď pn´dq.
Note that for a vertex v P V p r F q there exists exactly one vertex in s Q which is not in V p r F q and adjacent to v as dimp s Qq " n and dimp r F q " pn´1q. Therefore at this step, the vertices pb ℓ 1 , c 1 q, . . . , pb ℓ 1 , c s q have a local neighborhood homeomorphic to R n´1 ě0 as a manifold with corners. So pb ℓ 1 , c 1 q, . . . , pb ℓ 1 , c s q are free vertices in s B ℓ 1 . Since r F -Fˆ∆ pn´d´1q as a manifold with corners, we can define retraction sequence tpB q
Note that at every step of this retraction the dimension of E 1 q decreases by exactly one. Also s
We define
Now we show that s B ℓ 1`s has a free vertex. During this process the edges e 1 , . . . , e s have been deleted, so they do not belong to the complexes Lp s
) as a manifold with corners. So each of these vertex is free vertex at this step. By defining
The next pn´d´s´1q steps can be defined similar to the way as in previous paragraph and s b ℓ 1`j " pb ℓ 1 , c j`1 q for j " s`1, . . . , pn´dq. At every step the dimension of s E j will decrease by exactly one.
Now we look at the vertices tpb ℓ 2 , cq : c P V p∆ n´d´1 qu P V p s Qq which are the intersections of the edges in B ℓ 2 adjacent to b ℓ 2 and the hyperplane H. There are two possibilities:
Case1: Suppose there is an edge between b ℓ 1 and b ℓ 2 in Q and let dimpE ℓ 2 q " pn´αq. By Lemma 2.8 there are pα´1q many edges between b ℓ 2 and the set
So by similar arguments for ℓ 1 -th stage of retraction sequence for s Q there will be pα´1q many free vertices belongs to
Next pn´d´α`1q step will follow similar to the ℓ 1 case as in (2.6).
Case2: Suppose there is no edge between b ℓ 1 and b ℓ 2 in Q and let dimpE ℓ 2 q " pn´αq. By Lemma 2.8 there are exactly α many edges from b ℓ 2 to the set 
By similar arguments to the Case 1, we can construct the retraction sequence upto pℓ 2´2`2 pn´dqq-th step.
We carry on using similar arguments to produce tp s
As s Q is a simple polytope, s b 1 has a neighborhood homeomorphic to R n ě0 as a manifold with corners. Then we follow the same technique as of the case ℓ 1 ą 1. This induces a retraction sequence of s Q.
2.3. Retraction sequence of a blow down of a simple polytope. In this subsection, we define the blow down of simple polytopes and discuss its effect on retraction sequences.
Definition 2.13 (Blow down of a simple polytope). Let F and r F be two faces of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q such that r F is a facet and F Ă r F . Let Q 1 be a ploytope with a face F 1 and F 1 homeomorphic to F as a manifold with corners. Let the blow up Ď Q 1 of Q 1 along the face F 1 is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold with corners and the restriction on the facet Ă F 1 is homeomorphic to r F as a manifold with corners. Then Q 1 is called a blow down of Q of the face r F on F .
Remark 2.14. If f : Q Ñ Ď Q 1 is the homeomorphism as manifold with corners in Definition 2.13, then f | r F : r F Ñ Ă F 1 is a homeomorphism as manifold with corners. Also Ă F 1 is homeomorphic to F 1ˆr 0, 1s as manifold with corners.
Example 2.15. Let Q be a hexagonal prism with r F and F as in Figure 4 . Also Q 1 and F 1 be as in Figure 4 where F -F 1 as a manifold with corners. The blow up of Q 1 , Ď Q 1 is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold with corners. So Q 1 is a blow down of Q of the face r F on F . Figure 4 . Blow down of a simple polytope Lemma 2.16. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope having a facet r F homeomorphic to FˆI as a manifold with corners where F is a face of Q and I is the interval r0, 1s. Let Q 1 be the blow down of Q of the face r F on F . Then Q 1 is a simple polytope.
By the definition of blow down, Q is homeomorphic to Ď Q 1 as a manifold with corners. We denote this homeomorphism by f : Q Ñ Ď Q 1 as in Remark 2.14. This induces a bijection between V pQq and V p Ď Q 1 q. Recall that H ě0 XQ 1 " Ď Q 1 , see Definition 2.9. Then M g " H ď0 XQ 1 is a mapping cylinder for the projection map
So there is a face preserving retraction of M g on F 1 . Let us consider a tubular neighborhood N Ă F 1 of Ă F 1 in Ď Q 1 such that it does not contain any other vertex of Ď Q 1 . We define (2.10)
As f is a homeomorphism,f is a face preserving map. Then
wheref pb ℓ jˆt 0uq "f pb ℓ jˆt 1uq for j " 1, . . . k and one-one otherwise. Note that F is an pn´2q dimensional face in Q. As Fˆt0u -Fˆt1u -F as manifold with corners, there exist unique facets F 0 and F 1 such that (2.13)
Fˆt0u " r F X F 0 and Fˆt1u " r F X F 1 .
For any vertex b ℓ j P F , we can think b ℓ jˆr 0, 1s as an edge e b ℓ j of Q. Thus Figure 5 . Blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope.
After the blow down of Q of the face r F on F , the number of facets adjacent to the vertices tf pvq : v R V p r F qu in Q 1 will remain same and for any vertex of tf pb ℓ j q : j " 1, ...ku,
This implies at any vertex in Q 1 exactly n facets meet i.e. Q 1 is a simple polytope.
Remark 2.17.
(1) Blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope, see in Figure 5 .
(2) There are some blow downs whereF need not be homeomorphic to FˆI as a manifold with corners to conclude Q 1 is a simple polytope. For example: If Q is a prism and r F is its triangular face, then the blow down of Q of the face r F on its vertex is a tetrahedron. (3) We follow the notations from Lemma 2.16 and its proof. Now let E be a face of Q. If either E X r F " H or there does not exist any v P F such that both vˆt0u and vˆt1u does not belongs to E X r F , thenf pEq is homeomorphic to E as manifold with corner. If there exist any v P F such that both vˆt0u and vˆt1u belongs to E X r F then collecting all such pair of vertices we will get a maximum dimensional face E F such that E F is face of both E and r F and E FˆI Ă r F X E. Thenf pEq will be the either blow down of E along E F orf pEq will be homeomorphic to a face of E as a manifold with corners.
Theorem 2.18. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope having a facet r F homeomorphic to FˆI as a manifold with corners where F is a face of Q and I is the interval r0, 1s. Let Q 1 be the blow down of Q of the face r F on F . If Q has a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 where m " |V pQq|, then Q 1 possesses an induced retraction sequence.
Proof. We adhere the notations from the proof of Lemma 2.16. Let V pF q " tb ℓ 1 , . . . , b ℓ k u such that ℓ 1 ă¨¨¨ă ℓ k .
We take b 1 1 "f pb 1 q wheref is defined in (2.11). Being a vertex in an ndimensional simple polytope, b 1 1 must has a local neighborhood homeomorphic to R n ě0 as a manifold with corners. So B 1 1 " E 1 1 " Q 1 gives the first entry of the sequence pB 1 Figure 6 . Retraction sequence after blow down
2 :"f pE 2 q. Definition of blow down of Q implies that Q 1 does not change locally at the points which are not in V p r F q or adjacent to a vertex in V p r F q. This implies E 1 2 -E 2 as a manifold with corners, in which b 1 2 has a neighborhood homeomorphic to R n´1 ě0 as a manifold with corners. So we get next triple pB 1 2 , E 1 2 , b 1 2 q. Let b 2 be either in V p r F q or adjacent to a vertex in V p r F q. Iff pb 2 q "f pb 1 q, theñ f pb 2 q is already retracted. Then to define b 1 2 we need to look intof pb 3 q. Otherwise we take b 1 2 "f pb 2 q along with B 1 2 and E 1 2 as previous case, see (2.16). As b 1 2 is connected to b 1 1 through an edge, b 1 2 will have a neighborhood homeomorphic to R n´1 ě0 in B 1 2 as a manifold with corners. Thus we get the second entry for the retraction sequence pB 1 2 , E 1 2 , b 1 2 q. Continuing in similar way at the i-th step of the retraction of Q , we are at the t-th pt ď iq step of the retraction of Q 1 . If b i P V p r F q or b i is adjacent to any vertex in V p r F q, we need to check first thatf pb i q is already retracted or not. Iff pb i q " b 1 s for some s ă t, then it is already retracted. Then need to look intof pb i`1 q for b 1 t . Otherwise we take
t :"f pE i q -E i as a manifold with corners gives t-th term pB 1 t , E 1 t , b 1 t q of the retraction sequence of Q 1 . Continuing we get tpB 1 t , E 1 t , b 1 t qu m´k t"1 , the induced retraction sequence of Q 1 from Q.
Remark 2.19. Blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope as you can see in Figure 5 . Please note that in Figure 5 if we consider the retraction sequence of Q in some particular pattern then it induces a retraction sequence of Q 1 .
Blow ups and blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds and toric varities
In this section, first we recall basic results on quasitoric orbifolds and some invariant suborbifolds from [PS10] . Then we study blow ups and blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds. We also discuss the effect of retraction sequences of polytopes on quasitoric orbifolds under blow ups and blow downs.
3.1. Quasitoric Orbifold. In this subsection, we are going to recall the construction technique of a 2n-dimensional quasitoric orbifold using the R-characteristic function on an n-dimensional simple polytope Q. Let V pQq " tb 1 , . . . , b m u be the vertices of Q and F pQq " tF 1 , . . . , F ℓ u the facets (codimension one faces) of Q. (1,0) (-1,1) (-3,7)
(2,3) (a)
(1,2,1) (1,1,0)
(1,0,0) (3,2,1) (0,2,1) (b) Figure 7 . Characteristic function on simple polytopes
Then λ is called an R-characteristic function on Q. We denote λpF i q by λ i and name it the R-characteristic vector assigned to F i . This pair pQ, λq is called an R-characteristic pair.
Remark 3.2.
(1) Let F be a d-dimensional face of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q. Then for some unique facets F i 1 , . . . , F i n´d of Q we have F " Ş n´d j"1 F i j . If tλ i j |j " 1, . . . , pn´dqu spans an pn´dq-dimensional unimodular subspace of Z n , then λ is called a characteristic function and the pair pQ, λq is called characteristic pair, see [DJ91] .
(2) At each vertex, which is an intersection of n many facets, the vectors λ i 1 , . . . , λ in are linearly independent where each λ i j is a vector assigned to one of the n facets containing the vertex. Let x P Q be a point and F be the face of dimension d (0 ď d ď n) of Q which contains x in its relative interior. Thus F " Ş n´d j"1 F i j , where F i j 's are some unique facets of Q. We denote standard n-dimensional torus by T n . Consider Z n as the standard n-dimensional lattice in the Lie algebra of T n . Each λ i determines a line in R n , whose image under the exponential map exp : R n Ñ T n is a circle subgroup, denoted by T i . Let T F be the pn´dq-dimensional subtorus generated by T i 1 , . . . , T i n´d . Now we consider the quotient space XpQ, λq : " pT nˆQ q{ ", where the equivalence relation " is defined by the following way The quotient space XpQ, λq has an orbifold structure with a natural T n action induced by the group operation on the first factor. The projection onto the second factor gives the orbit map where rt, xs " Þ Ñ x and rt, xs " is the equivalence class of pt, xq. The explicit description of the orbifold structure of the space XpQ, λq is discussed in [PS10] , where the axiomatic definition of quasitoric orbifolds are given and shown that these two definitions are equivalent.
Invariant subspaces.
For an n-dimensional simple polytope Q and an Rcharacteristic function λ : F pQq Ñ Z n , we are going to discuss R-characteristic pair for some of the closed invariant subspaces of XpQ, λq. Let F be a d-dimensional face of Q. Then F " Ş n´d j"1 F i j , where F i j 's are some unique facets of Q. As per our convention λ i j 's are R-characteristic vectors corresponding to these facets and N pF q be the submodule of Z n generated by λ i 1 , . . . , λ i n´d .
We consider the projection
Since pN pF qb Z RqXZ n is a rank-k free Z-submodule in Z n , the module Z n {pN pF qb Z RqXZ n q is isomorphic to Z d . Note that the rank of the target space of ρ F is same as the dimension of the face F . Being a face of a simple polytope, F can be considered as a simple polytope. The set of facets of F is denoted by F pF q :" tF X F j | F j P F pQq and j ‰ i 1 , . . . , i n´d and F j X F ‰ ∅u. Now one can define a function λ F on the set of facets of F λ F : F pF q Ñ Z d (3.5) by λ F pF XF j q " primppρ F˝λ qpF j qq, where primppρ F˝λ qpF jdenotes the primitive vector of pρ F˝λ qpF j q. The condition of linear independency of λ E follows from λ. So λ F is an R-characteristic function on F . So the construction in Subsection 3.1 gives another quasitoric orbifold XpF, λ F q :" pT n´dˆF q{ " λ F where the equivalence relation " λ F is defined similarly to (3.2). We remark that as topological spaces π´1pF q and XpF, λ F q are homeomorphic, see Section 2.3 in [PS10] . Now we want to define singularities associated to each vertex of the face F . Let v be a vertex of Q, and F a face of Q of dimension dpą 0q containing the vertex v, and π F : XpF, λ F q Ñ F the orbit map. Then, there are unique facets F j 1 , . . . , F j d of Q such that v " pF X F j 1 q X¨¨¨X pF X F j d q. Then the orbifold singularity at the point π´1 F v in XpF, λ F q.
where t denotes the transpose. When F " Q, then a vertex v will be equal to F i 1 X¨¨¨X F in for facets F i j 's of n-dimensional simple polytope Q. Then the number g Q pvq is
Given an n-dimensional simple polytope Q with R-characteristic pair pQ, λq and a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 , we denote g B ℓ pb ℓ q :" g E ℓ pb ℓ q for ℓ " 1, . . . , m.
Remark 3.4. The numbers g F pvq encodes the order of orbifold singularity of the quasitoric orbifold XpF, λ F q at the vertex v. The group for the orbifold chart around the point π´1 F pvq, where π F is the orbit map from XpF, λ F q to F , has the order g F pvq.
Lemma 3.5. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope and λ be an R-characteristic function on Q such that λpF 2 q " c 0 λpF 0 q`c 1 λpF 1 q for some nonzero c 0 , c 1 P Q where F 0 , F 1 , F 2 are facets in Q. Let F be a face of Q such that tF X F 0 , F X F 1 , F X F 2 u Ă F pF q and λ F be the characteristic function on F induced from λ, see (3.5). Then λ F pF 2 X F q " primtc 0 λ F pF X F 0 q`c 1 λ F pF X F 1 qu " pc 0 λ F pF X F 0 q`c 1 λ F pF X F 1 qq{d F , for some nonzero integer d F .
Proof. Let F be a face of dimension d in Q. Then F " Ş pn´dq j"1 F i j for unique facets F i j of Q. The projection map is defined by
This map is Z-linear and any Z-linear map is Q-linear. From the definition of R-characteristic function on F
Proposition 3.6. Let pQ, λq be an R-characteristic pair on an n-dimensional simple polytope Q, and pF, λ F qbe the induced R-characteristic pair on a d-dimensional face F . If they have retraction sequences as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, then
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [BSS17] .
3.3. Blow up of quasitoric orbifolds. In this subsection, we discuss blow ups of quasitoric orbifolds along certain closed invariant suborbifolds using the concept of blow ups of simple polytopes. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a d-dimensional face F . So, F " Ş pn´dq j"1 F ℓ j where F ℓ j 's are some unique facets of Q. Let s Q be a blow up of Q along the face F and the facet r F be the new facet corresponding to F . Let λ be an R-characteristic function on Q and XpQ, λq be the 2n-dimensional quasitoric orbifold constructed in Subsection 3.1. Define s λ : F p s Qq Ñ Z n by the following
where primp ř pn´dq j"1 c j λ ℓ j q implies the primitive vector of ř pn´dq j"1 c j λ ℓ j in Z n . Then s λ is an R-characteristic function on s Q. So we have another 2n-dimensional quasitoric orbifold Xp s Q, s λq. Figure 8 . Blow up of a cube along F " F 1 X F 2 .
Example 3.8. Let Q be a 3-dimensional cube as in Figure 8 . We define λ as follows:
λpF 1 q " p2, 3, 5q, λpF 2 q " p3, 1, 7q, λpF 3 q " p1, 2, 6q, (3.11) λpF 4 q " p4, 1, 3q, λpF 5 q " p6, 3, 5q, λpF 6 q " p2, 1, 4q.
This gives an R-characteristic pair pQ, λq as well as a quasitoric orbifold XpQ, λq.
We blow up Q along the face F " F 1 X F 2 to get s Q. We define s λ on the facets of s Q by (3.10) taking c 1 " 7 and c 2 "´3. So s λp r F i q " λpF i q for i " 1, . . . , 6 and s λp r F q " p5, 18, 14q. This also gives a quasitoric orbifold structure on s Q.
Theorem 3.9. Let pQ, λq be an R-characteristic pair over an n-dimensional simple polytope Q and s Q a blow up of Q along a d-dimensional face F with k vertices tb ℓs : s " 1, . . . , ku. For a prime number p suppose there exists a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 of Q such that gcdpp, |G E ℓ pb ℓ q|q " 1 for all ℓ " 1, . . . , m and (3.12) gcdpp, |G Q pb ℓs q|q " 1 for all s " 1, . . . , k.
If s λ as in (3.10) satisfying gcdpnumerator of c j , pq " 1 for all j " 1, . . . , pnd q, then there exist a retraction sequence tp s
of s Q such that gcdpp, |G s E i p s b i q|q " 1 for i " 1, . . . , m`kpn´d´1q for the R-characteristic pair p s Q, s λq.
Proof. Let us consider the retraction sequence tp s
of s Q constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.12. We consider a vertex b ℓ P V pQqzV pF q. If s b r corresponds to b ℓ due to blow up, then s b r P V p s QqzV p r F q. Then s E r is homeomorphic to E ℓ as a manifold with corners, see the proof of Theorem 2.12. The characteristic vectors associated to E ℓ and s E r will remain same by definitions of λ and s λ. This implies (3.13) |G E ℓ pb ℓ q| " |G s Er p s b r q|. Now, let b ℓs be a vertex of the face F in the polytope Q and s b r arises after blow up of Q corresponding to b ℓs (see Remark 2.10(3)). If |G Q pb ℓs q| " a then gcdpa, pq " 1. In Xp s Q, s λq, |G s Er p s b r q| divides |G s Q p s b r q| follows from Proposition 3.6. Next we show gcdp|G s Q p s b r q|, pq " 1. Then we can conclude the result. Let b ℓs " Ş n u"1 F ℓu in Q. Then (3.14) |G Q pb ℓs q| " |detrλ t ℓ 1 , . . . , λ t ℓn s|. The vertex s b r comes from relative interior of an edge e br P Q containing the vertex b ℓs . Exactly pn´1q facets of tF ℓu : u " 1, . . . , nu contain e br . Then replacing q-th vector from the previous determinant. Thus |G s Q p s b r q| " cq d a where p ř n´d j"1 c j λ ℓ j q t " dˆprimp ř n´d j"1 c j λ ℓ j q t . Note that, cq d a P Z as all the vector are Z-vectors . So d and the denominator of c q must divide a. As we have numerator of c q is coprime to p, gcdp|G s Q p s b r q|, pq " 1. Thus (3.16) gcdp|G s Er p s b r q|, pq " 1.
The following example shows that we can't relax the condition gcdpp, G Q pb ℓs" 1 for all s " 1, . . . , k in Theorem 3.9.
Example 3.10. We take the characteristic pairs pQ, λq and p s Q, s λq as in Example 3.8. From the retraction sequence of Q in Figure 9 (a), we get |G E 4 pb 4 q| " 1. Now we want to look at |G s E 4 p s b 4 q| " |G r F p s b 4 q| in Figure 9 (b) or 9(c). We extend s λp r F q to a basis tp5, 18, 14q, p2, 7, 0q, p0, 0, 1qu of Z 3 . Hence the projection map will be
The facets of r F is denoted by F p r F q " t r F X F 1 , r F X F 2 , r F X F 5 , r F X F 6 u. Therefore the map
So we get |G r F p s b 4 q| " 35 following the retraction sequence in Figure 9 (b). If we take the choice of s b 4 as in Figure 9 (c), we get |G r F p s b 4 q| " 15. Similar kind of calculation for the retraction sequence of Q in Figure 9 (a) shows |G E 1 pb 1 q| " 7, |G E 2 pb 2 q| " 109, |G E 3 pb 3 q| " 7, |G E 5 pb 5 q| " 28, |G E i pb i q| " 1 for i " 4, 6, 7, 8.
Thus for p " 5, we have gcdp|G E i pb i q|, 5q " 1 for i " 1, . . . , 8. But gcdp|G s E 4 p s b 4 q|, 5q " 5 for both the retraction sequences in Figure 9 (b) and Figure 9 (c).
Remark 3.11. We remark that if the numerator of c j 's are one then we do not need gcdpnumerator of c j , pq " 1 as a hypothesis in Theorem 3.9 to conclude the result.
Theorem 3.12. Let pQ, λq be an R-characteristic pair over an n-dimensional simple polytope Q and s Q is a blow up of Q along an edge F . Suppose there exists a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 of Q such that V pF q " tb 1 , b 2 u and for a prime number p, gcdp|G E ℓ pb ℓ q|, pq " 1 for ℓ " 1, . . . , m. If s λ is defined on s Q by using (3.10) satisfying gcdpnumerator of c j , pq " 1 for j " 1, . . . , pn´1q, then there exist a retraction sequence tp s
of s Q such that gcdp|G s E i p s b i q|, pq " 1 for all i P t1, . . . , m`2pn´2qu for the R-characteristic pair p s Q, s λq.
Proof. There is an induced retraction sequence tp s
of s Q from Q following the proof of Theorem 2.12. Being an edge, F " Ş n´1 j"1 F ℓ j where F ℓ j are facets of Q. Exactly pn´1q vertices t s b i : i " 1, . . . , pn´1qu arise in the polytope s Q corresponding to the vertex b 1 after blow up, follows from Remark 2.10(3). Then
for all i P t1, . . . , n´1u, for some 1 ď q ď n´1. where p ř n´1 j"1 c j λ ℓ j q t " dˆprimp ř n´1 j"1 c j λ ℓ j q t . By our assumption we have gcdp|G E 1 pb 1 q|, pq " 1 and gcdpnumerator of c q , pq " 1. Thus by (3.19), we have (3.20)
gcdp|G s E i p s b i q|, pq " 1 for 1 ď i ď n´1. Note that another pn´1q vertices t s b i : n ď i ď p2n´2qu arise after blow up of b 2 . Let b 2 " Ş n j"1 F ℓ j in Q. Since tb 1 , b 2 u P F " Ş n´1 j"1 F ℓ j and F ℓn is the maximum dimensional face of B 2 containing the free vertex b 2 , so F ℓn " E 2 . Thus b 2 " Ş n´1 j"1 pF ℓn X F ℓ j q in F ℓn where F ℓn X F ℓ j are facets of the simple polytope F ℓn . This implies (3.21) |G E 2 pb 2 q| " detrtλ E 2 pF ℓn X F ℓ 1 q t , . . . , λ E 2 pF ℓn X F ℓ n´1 q t us and by hypothesis |G E 2 pb 2 q| is co-prime to p. Now if we consider the retraction sequence of s Q, s b n will be a free vertex of F ℓn X s
By the definition of s λ and Lemma 3.5 we get |G s En p s b n q| " ct d |G E 2 pb 2 q| where d comes from d F in (3.9). So, gcdp|G s En p s b n q|, pq " 1 as numerator of c t is co-prime to p.
Continuing with similar arguments one can show
At the other vertices of s Q the local group will remain same as their adjacent facets remain same after the blow up and the way we defined the induced retraction sequence of s Q. So we can conclude (3.25) gcdp|G s E i p s b i q|, pq " 1 for 1 ď i ď m`2pn´2q.
Remark 3.13.
(1) In Theorem 3.9, if F is a vertex tb 1 u, then the condition gcdp|G Q pb 1 q|, pq " 1 is same as gcdp|G E 1 pb 1 q|, pq " 1.
(2) In Theorem 3.9, if F is an edge and the vertices of F are the first entry of the retraction sequence, then we do not need to assume gcdp|G Q pb 2 q|, pq " 1.
(3) If one can choose c j 's in (3.10) such that ř pn´dq j"1 |c j | ď 1, then the order of orbifold singularity will be less or some in the blow ups of quasitoric orbifolds, see 3.19.
The next theorem follows from Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 1.1 of [BNSS] . However, we will show that we can apply our Theorem 3.9 for corresponding characteristic pair. By similar calculation as in Example 3.10 one can show that |G E ℓ pb ℓ q| " 1 for all ℓ P t1, . . . , 6u. Therefore it satisfies the hypothesis of the Theorem 3.9.
The blow up s Q of Q possesses an induced retraction sequence tp s
from Theorem 2.12. Now we assign the vector p2, 5, 2q " p1, 1, 0q`p1, 2, 1q`p0, 2, 1q to the new facet in the blow up s Q of Q. So |G s Q p s b j q| " 1 for j " 2, 3, 4 where the vertices s b j 's comes in place of b 2 after the blow up. Again the similar calculation to the Example 3.10 gives |GĎ E i p s b i q| " 1 for all i P t1, . . . , 8u. Therefore we construct a new quasitoric orbifold which has no torsion in integral cohomology and concentrated in even degrees.
3.4. Blow down of a quasitoric orbifold. We have discussed the definition of blow down of a simple polytope in Subsection 2.3. In this subsection we study the effects of blow downs of simple polytopes on corresponding quasitoric orbifolds.
Here we consider the simple polytope Q in which a facet r F can be written as FˆI where F is a face in r F and I is the interval r0, 1s. Note that F is a codimension 2 face of Q. Throughout this subsection we assume Q has this property. We may assume Fˆt0u and Fˆt1u are codimension-2 faces of Q where F -Fˆt0u as a manifold with corners. So Fˆt0u " r F X F 0 where F 0 is the facet containing Fˆt0u other than r F . By similar argument Fˆt1u " r F X F 1 . Let v P V pF q. Then e v " vˆr0, 1s is an edge (1-dimensional face) of r F connecting the vertices v 0 " vˆt0u and v 1 " vˆt1u. Being an edge in Q, e v is of codimension pn´1q. Thus
where F i 's are some unique facets of Q.
Let λ be an R-characteristic function on Q. Any R-characteristic vector λ on Q provides the linear independency of tλpF 2 q, . . . , λpF n´1 q, λp r F q, λpF 0 qu and tλpF 2 q, . . . , λpF n´1 q, λp r F q, λpF 1 qu. Let us consider the set S v :" tλpF 2 q, . . . λpF n´1 q, λpF 0 q, λpF 1 qu. Figure 11 . Blow down of a cube of r F on F .
We can do the same construction for all v P V pF q. If we assume S v is linearly independent for all v P V pF q, (3.26) then we can induce an R-characteristic function on Q 1 from Q by the following way. By (2.11), the facets of Q 1 are F pQ 1 q " tf pF i q : F i P F pQqzt r F uu.
Note that the number of facets of Q 1 is one less than that of Q. Define λ 1 : F pQ 1 q Ñ Z n by (3.27) λ 1 pf pF i" λpF i q.
So by (3.26), λ 1 is an R-characteristic function on Q 1 and gives a quasitoric orbifold structure XpQ 1 , λ 1 q, follows from Subsection 3.1.
Definition 3.17 (Blow down of a quasitoric orbifold). Let pQ, λq be an R-characteristic pair and we construct Q 1 and λ 1 by the above procedure. Then the quasitoric orbifold XpQ 1 , λ 1 q is called a blow down of XpQ, λq corresponding to the faces F Ă r F .
Example 3.18. Let Q be a cube as in Figure 11 . We define λ on F pQq by λpF 0 q " p0, 2, 1q, λpF 1 q " p1, 1, 2q, λpF 2 q " p0, 1, 1q, (3.28) λpF 3 q " p1, 0, 1q, λpF 4 q " p1, 0, 0q, λp r F q " p1, 3, 3q.
This gives an R-characteristic vector as well as a quasitoric orbifold XpQ, λq. In Figure 11 , Q 1 is blow down of Q of the face r F on the face F . We define λ 1 on the facets of Q 1 by (3.27). This gives a quasitoric orbifold on XpQ 1 , λ 1 q.
Remark 3.19. If we assume that λp r F q " c 0 λpF 0 q`c 1 λpF 1 q for nonzero c 0 and c 1 in Q, then the condition (3.26) follows automatically. As per our construction, (3.29) detrλpF 2 q t , . . . , λpF n´1 q t , λp r F q t , λpF 0 q t s " c 1 detrλpF 2 q t , . . . , λpF n´1 q t , λpF 1 q t , λpF 0 q t s.
This implies detrλpF 2 q t , . . . , λpF n´1 q t , λpF 1 q t , λpF 0 q t s is nonzero as the left side of the equation and c 1 are nonzero; i.e. S v is linearly independent.
Let XpQ, λq be a quasitoric orbifold where Q is an n-dimensional simple polytope with a retraction sequence tpB ℓ , E ℓ , b ℓ qu m ℓ"1 . Let Q 1 be a blow down of Q of r F on F , then we already constructed the retruction sequence tB 1 j , E 1 j , b 1 j u m´k j"1 of Q 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.18 where |V pF q| " k.
Let λp r F q " c 0 λpF 0 q`c 1 λpF 1 q for some nonzero c 0 , c 1 P Q such that gcdpdenominator of c s , pq " 1 for s " 0, 1. Then the quasitoric orbifold structure of the pair XpQ 1 , λ 1 q follows from the above remark. Note that for b P r F if b 1 corresponds to the vertex b during retraction, then
Let gcdp|G E i pb i q|, pq " 1 for all i " 1, . . . , m. Now we want to see how the orders of the local groups G E 1 t pb 1 t q behave after blow down. During the retraction of Q 1 , let the vertex b i be neither in V p r F q nor adjacent to any vertex in V p r F q. If b i produces b 1 t while inducing the retraction of Q 1 from Q, then E 1 t is homeomorphic to E i as a manifold with corner. Thus |G E 1 t pb 1 t q| " |G E i pb i q|. This implies gcdp|G E 1 j pb 1 j q|, pq " 1 for the vertices in Q 1 correesponding to the vertices b i .
Let b i P V p r F q or b i is adjacent to a vertex in V p r F q and b 1 t corresponds to b i while inducing the retraction of Q 1 from Q. Then either E 1 t "f pE i q or E 1 t is a face off pE i q. Nowf pE i q is either homeomorphic to E i as a manifold with corners or homeomorphic to a face of E i as a manifold with corners or a blow down of E i , see Remark 2.17(3).
If E 1 t is homeomorphic to E i then |G E 1 t pb 1 t q| " |G E i pb i q|. If E 1 t is homeomorphic to a face of E i then from Proposition 3.6 |G E 1 t pb 1 t q| divides |G E i pb i q|. If E 1 t is a blow down of E i , then from Lemma 3.5 and (3.30) it follows that (3.31) c s d t |G E 1 t pb 1 t q| " |G E i pb i q| for s " 0 or 1 where d t " d F which comes from (3.9), while taking determinant. Thus |G E 1 t pb 1 t q| " dt cs |G E i pb i q| for s " 0 or 1. Along with gcdp|G E i pb i q|, pq " 1 for all i " 1, . . . , m and gcdpdenominator of c s , pq " 1 for s " 0, 1 if we take gcdpd t , pq " 1 then for all three sub-cases above we have gcdp|G E 1 t pb 1 t q|, pq " 1 for all 1 ď t ď m´k .
The above discussion leads us to conclude:
Theorem 3.20. Let XpQ, λq be a quasitoric orbifold and tpB i , E i , b i qu m i"1 be a retraction sequence of Q such that gcdp|G E i pb i q|, pq " 1 for all i " 1, . . . , m. If λp r F q " c 0 λpF 0 q`c 1 λpF 1 q where c 0 and c 1 are nonzero elements of Q such that gcdpdenominator of c s , pq " 1 for s " 0, 1. If Q 1 is the blow down of Q of r F
Figure 12. Figure for necessary condition in blow down
on F where |V pF q| " k then Q 1 along with λ 1 defined by (3.27) possesses a quasitoric orbifold structure and has a retraction sequence tB 1 t , E 1 t , b 1 t u m´k t"1 such that gcdp|G E 1 t pb 1 t q|, pq " 1 for all t " 1, . . . , m´k if gcdpd t , pq " 1 where d t is defined in (3.31).
The next example shows that we can't remove the condition gcdpd t , pq " 1 in Theorem 3.20.
Example 3.21. We take the characteristic pairs pQ, λq and pQ 1 , λ 1 q as in Example 3.18. We follow the retraction sequence of Q and Q 1 as in Figure 12 . Similar calculation to Example 3.10 gives |G E 2 pb 2 q| " 1 but |G E 1 2 pb 1 2 q| " 3. Remark 3.22. We remark that if c j 's are integers then we do not need gcdpdenominator of c s , pq " 1 as a hypothesis to conclude the Theorem 3.20.
Theorem 3.23. Let XpQ 1 , λ 1 q be the blow down of XpQ, λq as in definition 3.17 and pQ, λq satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.20. Then H˚pXpQ 1 , λ 1 q; Zq has no p-torsion and H odd pXpQ 1 , λ 1 q; Z p q is trivial.
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 1.1 of [BNSS] .
Corollary 3.24. Let XpQ 1 , λ 1 q be the blow down of XpQ, λq as in definition 3.17 and pQ, λq satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.20 for any prime p. Then H˚pXpQ 1 , λ 1 q; Zq has no torsion and concentrated in even degrees.
Remark 3.25. Let P be a simple polytope with F pP q " tF 1 , . . . , F ℓ u. Then PˆI is also simple polytope where I is an interval. Thus F pPˆIq " tPˆt1u, F 1Î , . . . , F ℓˆI , Pˆt0uu. PˆI satisfies the condition in the Theorem 2.18. So polytopal wedge construction in [BSS19] is nothing but a blow down. Let XpP, λq be a quasitoric orbifold such that there exists a retraction sequence tpP r , R r , p r qu m r"1 of P such that gcdp|G Rr pp r q|, pq " 1 for all r " 1, . . . , m for some prime p. Now by Lemma 2.6, there is a retraction sequence tpB i , E i , b i qu 2m
i"1 of PˆI. If we defineλ on PˆI bỹ λpF q " $ ' & ' % p1, 0, . . . , 0q if F " Pˆt1u p0, λpF iif F " F iˆI p´1, λpF iif F " Pˆt0u, for some 1 ď i ď ℓ (3.32) thenλ is an R-characteristic function on PˆI and gcdp|G E i pb i q|, pq " 1. Then the pair ppPˆIq,λq satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.20. Let XppPˆIq{",λ 1 q be the blow down of quasitoric orbifold XppPˆIq,λq whereλ 1 is defined similar to (3.27). Then the integral homology and cohomology of XppPˆIq{",λ 1 q has no p-torsion by Theorem 3.20 and 3.23 and Corollary 3.24. Hence, Theorem 3.20 generalizes the main result of [BSS19] .
3.5. Simplicial toric varieties. A finite collection Σ of strongly convex cones in a Euclidean space R k is called a fan in R k if every face of a cone in Σ belongs to Σ and the intersection of any two cones in Σ is a face of each. If every cone in Σ is generated by rational vectors, then it is called simplicial fan. A fan Σ is called complete if R k is the union of cones in Σ. One can construct a toric variety from a simlicial fan, and can show that it has orbifold singularities, see [CLS11] .
A natural examples of simplicial fans come from lattice polytope. Let P be an n-dimensional lattice polytope in R n containing origin and F 1 , . . . , F m be the facets of P . Then the normal vector λ i of each F i is a rational vector in R n . Each face F of P is the unique intersection F i 1 X¨¨¨X F i ℓ . So one gets a strongly convex cone σ F generated by λ i 1 , . . . , λ i ℓ . Then the collection Σ " tσ F | F is a face ofP u is a complete simplicial fan in R n . This fan is called a polytopal fan. Let X Σ be the corresponding fan of Σ. We note that the function F i Ñ λ i for i " 1, . . . , m is an R-characteristic function. Now following [CLS11] , one gets the following T n -equivariant homeomorphism (3.33) X Σ -pT nˆP q{ "
where " is defined in (3.2). A simplicial fan is called polytopal if its rays are normal vector of a ratioanl polytope. One can construct blow-up and blow-down of a rational polytope so that after suitable scaling in the construction we may get rational polytope. Therefore, our construction of blow-up and blow-down can be applied on these category of simplicial toric varieties.
